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Introduction
One year. 2536 locations visited.
2016 has been a crazy year in Alberta. After one of the driest and warmest springs on record, May and June were filled with rain
and thunderstorms. However, despite the vagaries of the weather and the tragic fires around Fort McMurray, the members of
the Bioacoustic Unit have pulled off a very successful field season, visiting 2536 different locations. Data are rapidly rolling in
and we are starting to listen to the mountains of recordings we’ve accumulated using both our ears and our computer-based
automated recognizers. Here are some of the projects we’ve been working on.
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Wetlands
Our fourth year of monitoring.
As part of our ongoing efforts to monitor rare species
like the Yellow Rail and Canadian Toad, we revisited 289
stations in wetlands. Many of these are in the relatively
rare graminoid fen habitat where Yellow Rail are most
common. Most of these locations have been visited
in at least one previous year, with many now entering
the fourth year of monitoring. An additional objective
this year was to find new locations for monitoring the
threatened Rusty Blackbird. While we have yet to process
all of the recordings, we did locate a number of individuals
in the La Biche Wildland and north of the Cold Lake Air
Weapons range. The largest number of Rusty Blackbirds
at a single location was found in the McLelland Fen. As
soon as the Yellow Rail and Canadian Toad recognizers
are done, we will finish status reports for both species
in the Lower Athabasca and begin work on other species
for which we have collected detailed data, like the Rusty
Blackbird.
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Old-growth forest
Fine-tuning our assessments.
This represents the third year of the old-growth forest

out for extended periods at all locations, the fire resulted

monitoring program. This program’s objectives are

in some damaged equipment as well as restrictions on

to understand the sources of sampling variation that

when we could pick up certain ARUs that were in areas

influence our ability to track population trends in old-

closed due to the fire.

growth specialists through time and space. Specifically,
we are evaluating: 1) how human observers compare

With these data, Environment Canada and the Bioacoustic

directly to automated recording units (ARUs); 2) how much

Unit will test the relative value of single versus multiple

error is created by having different observers listen to

visits to old-growth sites, determine how many old-

the same recording; 3) how much variation arises from

growth stations are needed to complement ABMI core

listening to different recordings on different days in the

monitoring, and assess how old-growth sites that are

same season (i.e., detectability); and 4) the degree of inter-

disturbed (i.e., harvested or burned) should be included in

annual variation (i.e., fluctuations in size of the population

long-term trend assessment.

year to year). The goal of documenting these factors is to
determine the sample size required to ensure old-growth
forest species are properly monitored given their high
priority to numerous agencies.

In 2014, Environment Canada initiated sampling for old
growth species relying on human observers visiting a
single location once. Many of these were locations where
past studies had taken place. This allowed for many
(2000+) locations to be surveyed, but only once. This year,
the Bioacoustic Unit was able to visit 644 stations in
forests 90+ years of age. Of these, 76% had ARUs out for
multiple days, allowing repeated visits to be completed.
The remainder were only visited once using both human
observers and ARUs. While it was our plan to have ARUs
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Big grids
Testing the effects of the energy sector.

The big grid project is designed to ask how energy sector

spatial scale do species’ responses to environmental

development influences the behaviour and abundance of

disturbance begin to stabilize? In combination with

all acoustic species. Specifically, it involves a systematic

big grids from 2015, we now have two control grids in

grid of ARUs placed 600 m apart over a 40+ km 2 area.

protected areas, three grids in fully developed SAGD

This year we did six big grids, for a total of 600 stations

leases, and four grids where exploration has occurred and

monitored. Each grid is selected to have a different

SAGD development may proceed but has not yet taken

cumulative total footprint. These stations are located at

place.

varying distances from roads, industry camps, pipelines,
processing facilities, and in-situ plants. This design

A unique opportunity has arisen in the big grid project

will allow a variety of questions to be addressed, such

because of the Horse River fire. Three of our big grids

as: 1) what is the zone of impact of different energy

were burned (one entirely and two partially). We are

disturbances at the station level (the Bioacoustic Unit is

currently in discussions with various groups to use this

the first to actually monitor birds adjacent to and directly

opportunity to assess if wildlife responses to industrial

on some of the SAGD processing facilities in the region);

development will be “erased” by fire, and determine the

2) at the landscape scale what is the actual population

timelines over which this recovery occurs.

response of birds to cumulative effects; and 3) at what
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Understory protection
Integrating harvesting and conservation.
In conjunction with AlPac, we have been testing how
different forms of forest harvesting can help retain birds
associated with older forest. Specifically, we evaluated
how understory protection influences bird communities
along a sequence of stands with differing times since
harvest. Understory protection involves harvesting
overstory aspen but protecting understory spruce.
After harvest, the spruce are no longer shaded and begin
growing more rapidly. Each site in this project has three
recording stations: 1) in remnant patches of the original
forest; 2) in areas harvested by understory protection that
range in age from 1 to 10 years post-harvest; and 3) in areas
harvested by conventional harvesting along the same age
range. We visited 45 sites for a total of 135 stations.
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Well pad and seismic line recovery
How do birds respond as forest regenerates?

To understand how birds use well-pads and seismic lines

whether the bird is on the well-pad or seismic line or if

as they regenerate, we visited 14 sites this year that varied

they are singing 5, 10, or 20+ metres away. This is crucial

from being recently cleared to having trees 4+ metres in

for understanding birds’ responses to restoration efforts,

height. The goal of this project is to evaluate the amount

because simply detecting a bird near a well-pad or seismic

and type of vegetation required before different bird

line tells us very little about whether they are using it—

species actually use a well-pad or seismic line as part of

only that they are in the area.

their territory. While 14 does not seem like a large sample
size, this project involved 50 microphones per site. In

Currently, we’re also flying drones over these sites to

other words, we put out 700 ARUs! The reason we’re doing

create incredibly detailed three-dimensional vegetation

this is that these ARUs are time-synced. This allows us to

maps so that we can evaluate the exact types of

triangulate the exact location of where birds are singing

vegetation, density, and heights that are required for

based on the time each bird’s song arrives at different

different species to start using the sites as we restore

ARUs. Thus, we know exactly (within a couple of metres)

them.
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Historical burns
Measuring the effects for birds.
In collaboration with Environment Canada, we have
been monitoring birds in several previously burned
areas in the NWT and northern Alberta (Richardson fire).
While the objectives in each burned area have differed,
ARUs have been a big part of the projects. This year we
deployed 752 ARUs in areas burned within the last five
years. A major objective is to evaluate how burn intensity
influences the entire bird community. Focused studies
on two species of concern, the Common Nighthawk and
Olive-sided Flycatcher, are evaluating how these species
are using burned vs. harvested areas vs. wetlands vs.
unburned forests, and what the implications are for
breeding success. For these two species we are also
testing if arrival times (based on first day we hear them
singing) differ among habitats. We have also tried a very
novel bioacoustic tool on Common Nighthawks: a GPS
microphone! We place this microphone and GPS on the
birds back so that we know exactly where in the landscape
birds are making particular sounds and how frequently.
We are using this with Common Nighthawks to see if we
can identify whether the ratio of ‘wing-booms’ to ‘peet
calls’ changes with distance from the nest, and whether
this tells us anything about their territorial versus feeding
behaviours.
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Southern amphibians
Developing a monitoring strategy.

Amphibians have shown some strong declines worldwide.

ARUs are sufficient or if human observation is required.

As such, there is a desire to integrate amphibians

Focal species include but are not limited to Columbia

into Alberta-wide monitoring programs. To this end,

Spotted Frog, Northern Leopard Frog, Great Plains Toad,

the Bioacoustic Unit has succeeded in developing a

and Plains Spadefoot. We deployed 101 ARUs at locations

monitoring program for both common and uncommon

where these species have previously been observed, with

boreal amphibians. This year we embarked on a detailed

the goal of documenting the seasonal chronology of when

study to identify areas where we could effectively monitor

amphibians call to optimize monitoring for these animals.

rare prairie and mountain amphibians, and determine if
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A bioacoustic information system
Toward greater accuracy and automation.
The volume of data collected by the Bioacoustic Unit has
surpassed 60 terabytes since our inception. Creating
more effective tools to deal with all of these data is a
crucial part of our mandate. This summer we have been
working hard to develop an online tool for storing and
helping human listeners process data using an interface
that allows them to select each call and then identify it. In
addition, we have been working with Reality Analytics to
further develop computer-based classifiers. Classifiers
are tools that look at a recording and use advanced
statistical models to match the signal as belonging to
one species versus another. This will help remove some
of the uncertainty caused by using different human
observers. In the short term, we hope that the new
website will aid the listener by using these classifiers to
make a recommendation on what species the person has
tagged. In the longer term the goal is to use the classifiers
in a more automated way to scan for species detections,
thereby more fully automating the process of identifying
recorded species.
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Stay tuned. You will be hearing much more from the Bioacoustic Unit over the next few months as we process all of these data.
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